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Setting the right ceiling height               /

Adjust stringers in the lower supports 
until stair sections are in alignment. 
Only then tighten all screws.

= maximum ceiling to floor height = minimum ceiling to floor height

FLATSTEEP

The installation of the floor must have been completed entirely.

Fine adjustments to ceiling height 
(see above)3
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Cutting to the right length

Step
space l 

At least half a 
step space >l/2

2

b)    
       
       . 

Stairs too short: 
Make a new order with 
correct ceiling to floor height

Measuring and marking: 
Select medium height adjustment. Fold-in bottom 
stair section: upper and middle stair sections must 
be flush. Measure at the forward stringer edge. 

Distance between floor and 1st step: 
At least half a  

step space

 
                    
                                                        
                                                     >l/2

Cut to length: 
Saw at the 
contours of 
the stringer ends.

 

Setting the right ceiling height GutHolz attic stairs / 
StahlBlau attic stairsInstallation videoGutHolz Hang 
AlignSlide the stringers into the bottom supports until the 
stair stringers are flush.Only then should you tighten all the 
screws.STEEP = max. ceiling heightFLAT = min. ceiling 
heightThe installation of the floor must have been 
completed entirely.If the stringers are still not flush after 
the height has been adjusted:A) Stair too long:Our 
recommendation:Make a new order with the correct 
ceiling heightB) Stair too short:Make a new order with the 
correct ceiling heightorCutting to the right length GutHolz 
attic stairs1) Measuring and marking:Select medium 
height adjustment.Fold-in bottom stair: upper and middle 
stair must be flush.Measure at the forward stringer 
edge.Gap of the floor to the 1st step:At least half a step 
gap <l/2DIN EN 14975Step gap lAt least half a step gap 
<l/22) Cut to length:Saw at the contours of the stringer 
ends.3) Fine adjustments to ceiling height (see 
above)Wellhöfer STAIRS FROM WÜRZBURG 
www.wellhoefer.de

Setting the right ceiling 
height GutHolz attic stairs / StahlBlau attic stairs

Installation video GutHolz Hang Align
Slide the stringers into the bottom supports until the stair 
stringers are flush. Only then should you tighten all the 
screws.
STEEP = max. ceiling heightFLAT = min. ceiling height
The installation of the floor must have been completed 
entirely.
If the stringers are still not flush after the height has been 
adjusted:
A) Stair too long: 
Our recommendation: 
Make a new order with the correct ceiling height
B) Stair too short: 
Make a new order with the correct ceiling height or

Cutting to the right length 

GutHolz attic stairs
1) Measuring and marking: Select medium height 
adjustment. Fold-in bottom stair: upper and middle stair 
must be flush. Measure at the forward stringer edge. 
Gap of the floor to the 1st step: 
At least half a step gap <l/2DIN EN 14975
Step gap l  <l/2
2) Cut to length: Saw at the contours of the stringer ends.
3) Fine adjustments to ceiling height (see above)

Wellhöfer STAIRS FROM WÜRZBURG www.wellhoefer.de

At least half a step gap
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        : 
        

Or: 

If height adjustment fails to get stringers in alignment:
Stairs too long
Our recommendation
Make a new order with 

        correct ceiling to floor height.
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EinbauVideo

GutHolz
Einhängen
Ausrichten

http://wellhoefer.de/bodentreppen/gutholz/einbau/einbau-bodentreppe-auf-was-kommt-es-an.html
http://wellhoefer.de/bodentreppen/gutholz/einbau/einbau-bodentreppe-auf-was-kommt-es-an.html

